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Earn money as a Clickworker 




Your browser does not support HTML5 video.Make your AI System smarter
with high quality, multi-faceted


AI Training Data
Contact us
More about AI Training Data




Best Input for your AI System
We use the power of our global crowd of Clickworkers to generate, validate and label data.
The versatility of our team of qualified Clickworkers ensures you receive high quality, reliable AI training data that represents the kind of diversity that makes your AI model powerful and train your AI system to perfection.
Order AI training data that is specifically tailored to the requirements and goals of your AI system.








Computer Vision
Your AI system will gain high-level insights by using natural images or videos created according to your requirements specifically for its application by our diverse crowd.
	Photo & Image Datasets
	Video Datasets






Audio & NLPYour AI system learns to interact appropriately with human (natural) language and to analyze its content data by feeding it with human-created training data.
	Audio & Voice Datasets
	Sentiment Analysis
	Search Relevance






Text Recognition & NLPImprove AI for text recognition and NLP with our tailored training data. Our diverse text data and precise audio transcriptions enhance your application’s performance.
	Audio Transcriptions
	Text data on demand










Our Crowd


More than
6 million Clickworker
based in 136 countries worldwide
Clickworkers are a team of internet professionals registered with our organization. They work online, performing micro-tasks on our platform using their own desktop, tablet or smartphone (via Clickworker-App).
Clickworkers participate in projects on a freelance basis and according to their own schedule. They are compensated directly through us on a per assignment basis.
	More about our crowd





How Data is created


We use our Clickworker-App (for Android and iOS) to enable Clickworkers to easily create audio, video and image data sets and transfer them to you from anywhere in the world.











Case Studies






Support Chatbot Training
(Authentic) user questions in a text-format can teach chatbots how to respond effectively to different human interactions.
	
Read more









Car Information System Training
Using recorded (authentic) user voice commands can optimize car information systems to correctly understand spoken instructions from different types of voices and languages.
	
Read more









Facial Recognition Training
Photographs of faces with different expressions from various perspectives can teach three-dimensional, automated facial recognition systems to recognize faces and moods correctly.
	
Read more







Why us


International
	Company based in USA and Germany
	Workforce located in 136 countries



Large Workforce
	More than 6 million Clickworkers
	More resources by partners on demand




Quality-Assured
	Rigorous qualification process
	Top-notch quality assurance measures



Extensive Expertise
	Over 15 years of micro-task expertise
	Completed over 1 million projects




ISO 27001 certified






	Audited information- and security management system
	100% GDPR compliant
	Secure storage, transmission and processing of data



Sustainability Commitment
	Measuring and monitoring carbon footprint
	Aiming for emission-neutral output
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The Significance of Customized Speech Commands Datasets in AI Training Strategies
Learn about the critical role that customized voice command datasets play in improving AI technology. Discover how these datasets are revolutionizing the way we interact with AI – from improving accuracy to ensuring real-world application.
	
Speech Commands Datasets









Data Cleansing: Making AI and ML More Accurate
Data cleansing is like giving your AI and ML models a pair of glasses, allowing them to see clearly and make accurate predictions. Without clean and reliable data, your models may stumble and make incorrect decisions…
	
Data Cleansing









The Importance of Contextual Understanding in AI Data: The Human Element
AI relies on quality data to learn. However, context is key for interpreting AI results. This article focuses on the value of human-generated datasets, which capture nuanced details automated data collection often misses.
	
Contextual AI
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Cookie DeclarationThis website uses cookies to provide you with the best user experience possible.

Cookies are small text files that are cached when you visit a website to make the user experience more efficient.

We are allowed to store cookies on your device if they are absolutely necessary for the operation of the site. For all other cookies we need your consent.
You can at any time change or withdraw your consent from the Cookie Declaration on our website. Find the link to your settings in our footer.
Find out more in our privacy policy about our use of cookies and how we process personal data.
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